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Mortgaged Time
is supported by
the Cultural Forum of the Austrian Embassy.
In addition the exhibition will receive support from
the cultural departments of the Embassy of Ireland
and the Embassy of the USA.

This Multinational Group
Exhibition is an homage to
Post-WWII poets INGEBORG
BACHMANN and PAUL
CELAN who dared to speak out
against violence in all its forms.

5 International
and
6 Chinese artists
join them with statements
against social and gender
transgression worldwide.

This hybrid art exhibition will first have
its opening in the Red Gate Gallery of
Beijing‘s 798 art district. In its 27 years of
history, Red Gate Gallery has been the top
address for contemporary art in China.
After the exhibition has been given birth
to in Beijing‘s famous 798 art district, our
showroom for committed art will move to
the Internet. In the open web it will further
transport our artists‘ warning of growing
violent transgression against the vulnerable
individual (minors, women, and victims of
war or hunger).

The artists presented in Mortgaged Time were inspired by the strong,
outspoken poetry of PAUL CELAN & INGEBORG BACHMANN,
who have been admonishing us of the dawn of fascism:
A man in the house he plays with the serpents he writes
he writes when the night falls to Germany your golden
hair Margarete
he writes it and walks from the house the stars glitter he
whistles his dogs up
he whistles his Jews out and orders a grave to be dug in
the earth
he commands us strike up for the dance
PAUL CELAN, Excerpt from „Fugue of Death“
When I, in a helmet of smoke,
come back to my senses.
my bird, my nighttime ally,
when I‘m ablaze in the night
the dark grove crackles
and I hammer the sparks from my limbs.
And when I stay ablaze as I am,
loved by the flame
until the resin streams out of the trunks,
drips over the wounds and
spins the earth warm into thread
(and though you rob my heart at night,
my bird of belief, my bird of faith!)
the watchtower moves into brightness
where you, tranquil now,
alight in magnificent peace —
whatever comes to pass
INGEBORG BACHMANN,
Excerpt from „My Bird“

LI XINMO
CHINA
BEIJING
Li Xinmo uses a variety of media:
performance, painting, video,
photography and installations.

She has been invited to
Biennale shows in Toronto and
Prague.
Her work has been exhibited in
National Museums and galleries
in Sweden, Germany, France, Italy,
the Americas (Columbia, Canada,
USA) and fifty more countries.

GAO YUAN
CHINA
TAIWAN
Gao Yuan lives and works in
Taipeh, New York City and
Beijing. In her photographic art
she works with the overlapping
of the objective and the
subjective, the social and the
private concern, the empathy
and the responsibility: The center
of her art is the Woman.
„Say sorry, and I forgive you“, is
the key line.

Awards:
Grand Prize of the Biennale in
Kaunas, Lithuania.
Contemporary Art Prize, Terna.
Soho Photo Art Competition,
New York.

FRED
DUFOUR

FRANCE
PARIS
CHINA
BEIJING

Fred Dufour‘s specialty lies in approaching the poetic moment here and the pop art exposure there.
This way his images gain thrilling expressions:
The atmospheric tableau of a person in a room. Or
the blown up woman‘s visage in a face-kini jumping
into your view. All his pictures tell a story.
His shots are often published in STERN, Le Monde,
Time Magazine, The Guardian etc.

NIAMH
CUNNINGHAM
IRELAND
CHINA
BEIJING
Niamh Cunningham‘s experienced work techniques are manifold.
Mortgaged Time will focus on her chrome effect portraits and a
variety of small scale sugar glazes both using digital media as a
source material. Her work combines the fugaciousness of digital
media, the precision of acrylic painting and the aleatorics of highly
complex sugar molecules working out manifold palimpsests to
combat history. Cunningham created the striking portrait of
12-year-old Bachmann rowing a boat against the downstream of
fascism and the trials and tribulations of Post-WWII society.

Her work is exhibited in the
USA, Canada, UK, Ireland,
UAE and throughout China.
Two TV documentaries by
CCTV and BTV featured
her work.

FION GUNN
IRELAND
UK
LONDON
Fion looks between the
personal experiences and the
narratives of history.
Her mixed media collages
reflect the complexity of
humanity’s multiple
perspectives.

London-based Irish
artist Fion Gunn has
won multiple awards
from the Arts Councils
of England and Ireland.
Her work is collected in
corporate and state
collections in the UK,
France, Poland, Ireland,
USA, China.

GAO PING
CHINA
BEIJING

Gao Ping is a painter of who works between the conflicting priorities
of large scales and miniatures. She shows the enormous amount of
pressure the environment can inflict on the individual.
She combines the expressiveness of a Rothko painting with the
contemplation of traditional Chinese landscape painting.

LI LI
CHINA
BEIJING
Trained in China and Norway, Li Li works
on ephemerality as a cultural process.
Elaborate both in photography and
theatre her pieces reflect a strong sense
for tragic narration. When she reflects
on the vanishing etiquette of the
European bourgeoisie, the endangered
traditions of ethnic minorities or
tourism reshaping the face of the world
she articulates a humorous and sincere
vanitas.

SHAMEERA WIEST
USA
CHINA
BEIJING

Shameera Wiest‘s painitings are her expression of global issues where
she uses dark colors to interpret all that is unseen and unrealized. She
then uses metal spray paint as a metallic element that blocks the
viewers experience or adds an additional layer of depth to her work.
Indian born US-artist living and working in Beijing.
Exhibitions in the USA, Switzerland and China.
Her paintings are held in private collections in Geneva.

LI CHAO
CHINA
TAIYUAN

Graduating in Experimental Art
at Shanxi University,
Li Chao paints in oil with collage
techniques. Though still young,
he is very mature in his
mainly abstract art.
His paintings are scarred, burned
and maimed. They
unprevaricatingly expose the
relics of their creation.
His works have been exhibited
in Beijing, Shanghai, Xiamen,
Hongkong etc. and held in
private collections in Austria,
China and Germany.

BEN MCMILLAN
UK
LONDON
Formerly a BBC photographer
Ben became a photo-artist whose
works have been selected by
Getty Images, VOGUE, GQ Covers.He was also nominated for
Awards by Wallpaper and the
SOVEREIGN ART PRIZE.

TAMI XIANG
AUSTRALIA
PERTH

Award-winning Chinese
photoartist based in
Australia.
Her work was mentioned
in the New York Times
and has been exhibited
in Australia, China,
France and the U.S.

Nudity, vulnerability and
helplessness resulting
from the three
obediences:
Referring to subjects
from ancient Chinese
myths, Tami Xiang‘s work
criticizes universal
gender hierarchy.
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RAIMUND ROSARIUS
GERMANY
AUSTRIA
CHINA
BEIJING
Rosarius is a performance artist, director,
writer and curator. He studied Directing at
Beijing‘s Central Academy of Drama as well
as Theatre, Film and Media in Vienna.
For Rosarius performing is a research of the
audience, a psychologie des foules in
manifold spaces that share a growing
paucity of protection. He will direct and act
out {VERNISSAGES} that will transcend the
source media shown in Mortgaged Time
and transfer them to performative spaces in
an ambivalent modus operandi.

Recent Works in Beijing:
„The Metamorphosis
A Matter Of Duty“
„The Old Go Bad“
„Dione“
„Howling Dogs“
„Water and Fire“
As curator:
„Speaking across borders“
„origins&relics“

CHEN XINDI
CHINA
BEIJING
Chen Xindi is an independent
dancer and choreographer who
holds a Master‘s degree in
modern and contemporary
dance choreography from the
Beijing Dance Academy.
She continued her research on
body and movement in
India, Italy and Germany.

Chen Xindi is one of the most versatile
artists in Beijing‘s contemporary dance
scene. She works in physical theatre,
dance theatre, improvisation, art-house
movies, Kunqu-opera, music concerts and
performance art in various changing
venues and environments.
Works as choreographer:
„The Dreamer“ (2013),
Chinese Kunqu „Heartbroken“ (2016)
Dance theater „Whale Fall“ (2017)
Theatrical Film „The light of city“ (2017)
As dancer/performer:
Dance drama „The Blooming Time“ (2015)
Dance „Je Te Pardonne (ICI)“ (2017)

FEN NI
ITALY
CHINA
BEIJING

Fen Ni is a vocal artist and performer.
In her projects that range between concerts, digital arts and
performances she cooperates with artists of various genres. She
tries to solidify the fluid and fluidize the solid hence exploring
open spaces of artistic articulation.

AMY GRUBB
UK
CHINA
BEIJING

Amy Grubb is a freelance dancer, performance artist and
creator with a desire to inspire, empower and challenge
her audience. She trained at The Royal Ballet School and
Central School of Ballet in London, joining The Hong
Kong Ballet upon graduation.
Amy regularly collaborates with renowned artists in cross-disciplinary
projects including the
pioneers in their respective fields, artist Huang Rui
and musician Cui Jian.
She recently performed
at the Edinburgh Fringe
Festival in Zhao Liang‘s
‚The Tea Spell‘ and choreographed ‚Sky in Their
Eyes‘, a collaboration
with designer Rui Xu for
The Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.

SCHARMIEN ZANDI

AUSTRIA
VIENNA
Scharmien Zandi is an Austrian-Kurdish multimedia artist, musician,
performance artist and artistic director of the International Academy of
Arts Vienna (iAKW). In the electrifying sound fields of Pop, Oriental and
Experimental, she explores social issues: Equality, feminism, freedom,
individualism, racism and sexism.
Her piece AMOUR FOU brings vulnerability to a climax that seduces and
positions the public, with the artist being the defendant, the judge and
the hangman at the same time.
Recent Works in Beijing
and Austria
Maria Tybee
La borrachita
¼ life crisis
Massaker. Liebe.
Dione
Howling Dogs
Music projects
Cadû
Paloma Negra
Misthaufen

JADY LIU

CHINA
BEIJING

Jady Liu is an undergraduate student at Beijing Normal University, who
wanders, writes and shoots. He wrote articles for RadiiChina, SupChina and
FTChinese. Jady Liu is the founder of the Beijing Hutong Team, the organizer of an exhibition for independent publications and is currently developing a cultural and social project called „The Living Room“.

Scan Me:
A man‘s face is covered
by a large QR code.
His ego disappear completely under the cover
of the mask. He is just
like a robot, assimilated
yet alienated by technology and social software.

ANNA SPÄT
&
HELENE SPÄT

Kyrgyzstan
Germany
Trier

The Twins Anna and Helene Spät
were born 1989 in Kysyl-Shyldys
(Kyrgyzstan) and took refuge
in Germany at the age of two.
Anna studied Art Education at
the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf.
While studying Art Education
Anna was a student of Katharina
Grosse, Analia Saban and Franka
Hörnschemeyer.
Helene studied Theatre, Film
and Media Studies at the University of Vienna and Scenography and Communication at FH
Dortmund University of Applied
Sciences and Arts. Together they
perform as Performance Artists.
Helene works as assistant director and director herself.

YANG
WENLIANG

CHINA
BEIJING

Yang Wenliang is a young Chinese composer, music producer and music
editor, engaged in film and television music production and editing. His
personal style is built upon the concept of free exploration. His works got
approval by Zhang Yadong, Chen Weilun and other music producers. In
2012, he arranged the winning track „Olive Tree“ for the singer Xuan Lingmu. He has long-standing collaborations with the S.A.G Sound Art Group,
Chen Weilun, Cui Jian and Na Ying.

SAKURA FISCHER
GERMANY
JAPAN
CHINA
BEIJING
Sakura Fischer is a diversified German - Japanese art director and stylist, influenced by the interplay between Asia and Europe. As an extensive
traveler, Sakura has been able to dive into different aesthetic universes and
cultures, connect with people, and develop her affinity to the artistic
world - through theatre, film, performance, dance and more. While studying
textile and surface design, fashion, and experimental design at the Berlin
Weissensee School of Art, Sakura fine-tuned her cross-disciplinary skills and
senses, continually inspired by important encounters and collaborations.

MAXPOL COLLECTIVE
POLAND
CHINA
BEIJING
MAXPOL was initiated as a music- and text
based performance formation within Beijing
art collective SPRING. It aims at cross cultural
performance and installation focusing on the
creative use of several languages and improvised soundscapes within a piece. SPRING is
a curious gaze on society, media, technology
and their future aiming to blur the borders
between real and fake.
Artur Witkowski left UC Santa Cruz for Xiamen University where he
graduated in Chinese literature and Daoism, while participating in the
bands LvMaoZi and NanGuaBing. Witkowski plays the bass, acts and writes
in English, Polish, Chinese and Spanish.
Mike Lorsen is a freelance artist. He was an actor in the Polish theatre
group Theatr GAN. He is an active musician for more than twelve years and
recorded four studio albums. His main instruments are the electric and
classical guitar, but he also plays bass, drums and the piano.

NINA DILLENZ
AUSTRIA
CHINA
BEIJING
Nina Dillenz is deputy head of the Austrian Cultural Forum in Beijing by day
and dramaturg by night, member of Beijing based collectives SPRING and
MAXPOL. She graduated with a Master of Arts in Theatre, Film and
Media Studies from the University of Vienna and worked in the independent
theatre and film scene in Austria before moving to China in 2015 where she
was involved in staging guestplays by theaters such as the Lithuanian
National Theatre, Nowy Teatr and Thalia Theatre Hamburg at the Tianjin
Grand Theatre and the Harbin Grand Theatre. Her artistic interest lies in
exploring and contesting perceived inflexible structures shaping identity,
ideology and society through photography and performance.

GAO YUAN
LI XINMO

Two of our fine artists will join the performing arts program:
Gao Yuan will perform a live calligraphy writing “Apologize and I
will forgive you” onto the photo of the old comfort woman’s face.
She will keep up this live performing statement until there is an
official apology.
Li Xinmo will perform a spontaneous live act putting herself in
relation to the show’s artworks. She will focus on the
Anti-Violence motive.

Producer/ Curator:
Susanne Matz and Raimund Rosarius
Chinternational Culture Cooperation
Co., Ltd.
Beijing office:
Dongcheng District
28 Maoer Hutong
100009 Beijing
China
Berlin office:
Anklamer Str. 53
10115 Berlin
Germany
phone+wechat: +8613718908395
Email: sumatz@outlook.com,
mail@raimundrosarius.com

